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Maklumat yang berharga boleh diperolehi dengan menganalisa rekod-rekod yang dibuat
di ladang. Bagaimanapun, banyak ladang tidak menyimpan rekod-rekod luar individu
dan dengan itu susah hendak dianalisa data yang ditaksir oleh ladang-ladang lain oleh
kerana amalan merekod dan format maklumat yang dibentangkan dalam buku-buku
rekod ladang tidak sama.
Kenas ini membincangkan cara-cara merekod yang dipiawaikan dan rnenjelaskan
tentang sejenis kad ketip yang mudah dan murah dan sesuai untuk mendapat balik data
ladang. Kad ketip yang dijelaskan ini dibentuk untuk memasukkan sekurang-sekurangnya sepuluh tahun data mengenai pertumbuhan, perolehan, keadaan zat makanan pokok,
baja yang dibubuh, serangan penyakit, kualiti pokok dan lain-lain maklumat yang
menarik perhatian. K e j a mmyusun kad-kad ini mengikut ladang, tahun penanaman,
jenis benih, cara penanaman, siri tanah dll. yang dibuat dengan tenaga manusia dapat
dimudahkan lagi dengan mengetipkan lubang-lubang yang berkenaan di garisan tepi.

Abstract

Valuable information can be obtained by analysis of estate field recordr. H m m e r ,
many estates do not maintain indiw'dual field recordr and analysic of data assessed
by other estates is dificult on account ofm-standardiration of both recordingpractices
and the format of information presentation infield history books.
This paper discusses standardised recording procedures and &scribes a simple,
inexpensiwe clip card suitable for retrimal of field data. The clip card &scribed is
&+d
to include at least ten years' data ongrowth, yield, nutritional status of trees,
fertilisers applied, disease incidence, quality of stands and other information of hirtorical
interest. Manual smtinp of
i w idmtitv
.
o,f
- cards accordinp to estate.. ,year of ~ l a n t -,
planting material, planting method, soil series, etc. is greatly facilitated by clipping
the appropriate marginal hole.
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Much information of immediate and historical value is recorded during the life
of a rubber planting. Various methods of recording field data are in use, but
each method has certain limitations and retrieval of data for detailed study is
usually difficult.
It is desirable that standard recording procedures are adopted and data are
stored in a manner which facilitates their retrieval. T h e clip card information
retrieval system is designed to include a wealth of field data of practical value in
monitoring field performance and covering several years. Analysis of data from
large numbers of fields would also yield very useful information on the influences
of various ecological factors and management practices on tree performance.

PRESENT METHODS OF RECORDING FIELD DATA
T h e day-to-day history of a field is normally recorded in a series of diaries and
notebooks which are maintained by staff members directly responsible for field
work. Data are often recorded in a rather haphazard way; as a consequence,
essential data may be missing and preparation of summaries can be time consuming.
Field records may also be summarised in estate progress reports (usually
monthly) or in periodic inspection reports (usually every six months). As progress
and inspection reports are produced primarily for the immediate information
of the management, it is quite difficult to abstract from such reports detailed
information relating to a particular field over several years.
More permanent records in respect of individual fields may be maintained i n a
special field history book in which one or more pages arc allocated for each field.
These books are usually retained on the estate and are referred to from time to
time to seek answers to specific queries raised by the management or advisors.
In some cases, the field history book is well designed and provides a comprehensi\.e
history of individual fields. However, the detail and format of data recording
undertaken by estates differ significantly and common shortcomings are as follows:
Only one copy is maintained.
I'roduction of duplicates by photocopying the estate copy may be difficult.
T h e recording format m3y be incomplete.
T h e format of data presentation may be such that their appraisal is dificuit.
Different units of measurement may be used on different estates, this
complicates pooling of data in statistical surveys.
T h e records book may cover only a vcry limited number of years.
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The detail and accuracy of data recorded depend to a considerable extent
on the enthusiasm and reliability of personnel responsible for maintaining
the book.
Problem areas cannot readily be identified and isolated.
In view of the lack of standardisation of field history books, it is exceedingly
difficult to conduct comprehensive statistical surveys which would supplement
data obtained in trials. For instance, commercial surveys to study the growth
and yield performances of a particular planting material on different soils would
be very time consuming and may not be possible if incomplete data are recorded.

DATA RETRIEVAL CLIP CARD
The data retrieval clip card illustrated in Appendix I has been designed taking
into account the shortcomings of existing field history books. It presents in a
concise format all important data of immediate and historical value in a manner
that facilitates their appraisal (especially in relation to fertiliser and tapping
policies) and preparation of abstracts or summaries of data. Cost data are not
included in the card as its capacity is limited; moreover, both labour and material
costs change with time and vary from one estate to another. The cards do not
therefore entirely replace field history books.
As it is highly desirable that standardised sampling and recording methods
are adopted, these are defined in considerable detail in Appendix 2.

Basic Description and Method of Use
Clip cards are used for many purposes. Typical uses include:
Records of medical histories of individual patients in hospitals
Vehicle maintenance records in garages
Recording literature abstracts in libraries
Research surveys in agriculture and other disciplines.
The simplest clip card has a series of holes close to its margin, each hole being
allotted to a specific piece of information. The holes can be clipped by use of a
small punch and cards can be sorted into groups by inserting a needle through a
specific hole in a stack of cards. Being cards only, a hand punch and sorting
needle are required, the clip card system is cheap to install and requires limited
skill in its operation. One or two thousand cards can be handled without too
much difficulty, but if larger numbers are involved the best approach would be
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to transfer the data from the cards to a computer. T h e format of the proposed
cards is suitable for this purpose and even if summaries are done by computer
the cards would still be consulted whcn c\paluating fertiliser and tapping politics.
l'he recommended card measures 286 x 209 min and fits conveniently into
:in A4 photocopier. 'I'he print is blue and does not appear too strong on photocopies. l'he field data are entered in black and show u p more boldly. 'I'he top
left hand corner of each card has been cut away to facilitate correct orientation
of cards within stacks.
T h e cards have been printed on 300 gsm glory board which stands up well
to repeated handling and sorting, provided reasonable care is taken. They must
not be bent o r stored at an angle as sorting might then become impossible and
they should be kept in a dry atmosphere in horizontal or vertical stacks.
With due regard to the anticipated amount of handling and volume of data
recorded, it was decided to restrict the life of a card to twelve years, which would
necessitate three cards over the life of a field. If the period was extended, the
card would have to be enlarged or data omitted and difficulty would be experienced
in sorting cards in later years.
I t is recommended that cards of two colours be printed. One colour would
be used for recording data in respect of field management units (ideally one
cultivar planted in one soil in one year) for which yield and other records are
available. T h e contrasting second colour is used for sub-units which are created
only for the purpose of foliar sampling and fcrtiliser application. Data which
refer to the entire field management unit as a whole should not be entered on the
sub-unit cards. This facilitates the calculation of accurate weighted average
values when data are analysed.
Certain data are allocated code numbers to enable their sorting by clipping.
If this is done, a code reference list should be prepared and filed.
T h e ' I 2 4 7' coding system is adopted as it enables sorting of all numbers upto
9 by placing the needle through only one or two holes. 'rhus, the number '3'
is entered by clipping holes '1' and '2' and '5' is entered by clipping '4' and '1'.
A '1 2 4 7' block is provided for units, tens, hundreds, etc, so that the number 328
\vould bc clipped as illustrated below:

Hu~idreds

Tens

Units
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T o select the card with number 328 from the stack, one or more needles could
be used. If two needles are used, they would be placed in the '1' and '7' units
holes and the cards which fall would be re-sorted by inserting one needle in the
'2' tens hole; finally, by placing needles in the '1' and '2' hundreds holes of the
fallen cards, only cards with the number 328 will drop out.
By using the technique of back sorting a stack of cards can readily be rearranged
in numerical order. This is done by inserting the needle successively through
the 'l', '2', '4' and '7' of the units, tens and hundreds blocks and each time placing
the fallen cards at the back of the stack before re-sorting.
An operator can be trained to handle the cards in only an hour or so and clipping
new cards can be speeded u p if the holes to be clipped are firstly marked in pencil.
Pre-marking of holes to be clipped is also desirable for checking purposes.
Layout and Coding
Constantfactors. Factors such as estate, division, field number, year of planting,
soil type, topography, cultivar, original spacing, etc., do not alter during the life
of a planting and data are entered along the edges of the card in the boxes provided.
One card is opened for each leaf sampling unit and the data identifying the unit
are entered along the top of the card. T h e right hand side of the card is used
to record information on nursery practices and the method of planting. T h e
left hand side is used for data relating to soils, topography, method of clearing
and information on cover crops. T h e base of the card is used for recording
information at fixed times after planting (e.g. stand density at opening for tapping).
These entries are necessarily very brief as there is insufficient room for more
detailed information. In retrospect, the data actually recorded on the clip cards
provide a reasonably adequate account of the early history of the field. Reference
could be made to field history books for further information.
T h e cards can readily be sorted into groups, according to specific data. Thus,
if one wishes to study the performance of clone PB 86 on different soils, all cards
relating to PB 86 are sorted out and are then grouped by soil series and then
arranged in year of planting order within each soil series.
Variable factors. Factors which may change with time are recorded in the
body of the card. T h e upper half of the card front is devoted to tapping aspects
and field observations on diseases, ground covers, quality of canopies, extent of
wind damage, etc. in successive years. T h e lower half of the card deals with
nutritional data, girthing rates and fertilisers actually applied in each year. T h e
reverse of the card can accommodate records over an eighteen-year period and
provides additional information of value in interpreting yield responses, and
space is available for a sketch plan of the field/sampling unit.

Sorting of cards according to spccific v:~riahlef:lctors must l)c done visu:~lly.
Such sorting would be necessary for studies of the influence of nt~tritionalstatus
of trees on yield performance. Provided that cntry of d:~tahas been standardisetl,
detailed ;~n:llyses for both const:lnt a n d variablc f~ictorscan be undertaken by
computer. I-iowever, data on the cards will have to be translated on to special
cards or tapes for feeding into the computer. The use of standard computer
d ya v:~stamount of information gathcred
programmes \\.ill enable pooling and s t ~ ~ of
in respect of tree perfor~nancein diflcrcnt cnvironment:ll circumstances and in
relation to nianagclncnt practices.

ORGANISATION OF ROUTINE DATA RECORDING
I t is recognised that data collected in c o ~ n ~ n e r c iplantings
al
are usually less accurate
than data from research experiments where considerable care is taken to ensure
comparisons are statistically valid nnd data are recorded to the required precision.
I-lo\\-ever, the volume of data obtained in commercial plantings is much greater
and this to some extent compensates for its reduccd accuracy. Nevertheless,
it is obviously desirable to ensure that the comniercial data are as accurate as
possible. T o achieve this objective, careful planning :ind or~anisationof recording
are essential.

.A procedure \vhich has proved successful wherc the estate is associated x i t h a
research centre involves entering data on duplicate cards for each master or
subsidiary unit, onc copy being retained by the estate and the other by the research
ccntrc. T h e estate is responsible for entering on its card, data originating there
.
yield records, fertiliser applications, etc., and the research centre enters
nutritional data ant1 observations madc by its spccialist staff members. Once a
year the data are transferred from the one card to the other so that both are kept
,
up-to-date. I he inter-card transfer of data could be made cluring the course
.
of \.isits by research centre staff to the cst;lte. I he use of duplicate cards reduccs
the risk of records being lost d u e to fire, floods, etc.? and iriinimises the need for
correspontlcnce in cunnrction \r,ith field records.

.

.

In vie\\. of the importance of ;iccuratc collation of records, it is dcsirable that
each estate (or group of estates) cstablishes a rccords/st:~tisticssection under thc
immediate charge of ;I statf member whose figure-work is sound : ~ n dwho can be
expected to query :~nornalousfigures. 'l'he necessary records (111 the estate arc
usually available in field history hooks, plogrcss ;ind inspcctio~r reports, and in
tapping statistics returns.
I h t a to l)c cntcrc(l by t l ~ crcsc;~rclrccntrc

~ : X I ljc
I

cr~nvcr~ic~rtly
rccorclc~l;II the
lime of leaf s:~rr~pling,
and :~nalyticalresults should bc :~\,;tilable;I month or two
I:~tcrso t h ; ~ tfcrtiliscr r c c o r ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ c n ~ Ic : r~r ~t tic
i u rdrafted
is
\\,ell bcfurc the next \\,interirig seasor1 \vlrer~ fcrtiliscr :ipplic;~tion 111 i1l;ltlirc plsntir~gs is clue. 'l'hc t:lrgct
sI1o111d1)c to l~:r\,cc:~rcls1111-to-clatcby ;11)1nrtUctc,t~cri r i the nc~rtl~crrr
l~cr~~is~~l~crc
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and by April in the southern hemisphere. An analysis of the year's records
should then be carried out so that trends in yield, indidence of dry panels, nutritional levels, etc., are summarised before the fertiliser recommendations arc
drafted.
In practice, it has been found useful if data on the cards are examined jointly
by research and estate staff members at the time of drafting fertiliser recommendations. This enhances rapport and with their detailed knowledge of fields,
the estate staff can often explain apparently anomalous figures and assist research
personnel in other ways.
It is appreciated that initial entries of data on the card will involve a great deal
of work, especially where field history books are of little assistance and it is
necessary to search for records. However, certain information (e.g. nursery
practices) from fields which have been tapped for several years is less vital and
may be omitted from the card. For existing plantings, every effort should be made
to enter as much information as can he obtained on the performance of trees and
events over the past five years at least. Where there is doubt concerning the
accuracy of a figure or observation, the record should be made in pencil rather
than in ink. T h e importance of entering data on cards at the earliest opportunity
is stressed.

APPLICATION OF DATA ANALYSIS
The following examples indicate how information of practical value can be obtained
by analysis of data recorded on clip cards.
Cultivar versus soil series studies. T h e cards can be sorted by needles
into cultivar/soil series groups and the average nutrient levels of individual
cultivars on each soil series computed. Two-way tables of such a study
by Rosenquist are presented in Table I . A statistical analysis of the
average figures is possible so that the significance of differences in
nutrient levels of cultivars growing in each soil series may be established.
A knowledge of these differences is essential when formulating fertiliser
policy. Such a study could be repeated after each foliar survey. Over
the years, the differences in nutritional levels between soil series should
diminish if due weight is given to foliar analysis data when formulating
fertiliser policies. Similar two-way tables could be constructed to
compare growth and yield performances of individual cultivars on
different soils which will indicate which cultivar is best suited to a
particular soil.
C~rltivarversus age studies. Clip cards could be sorted manually so that
changes in growth rate, yield and nutritional status of individual cultivars
may be monitored. It has been found that the magnesium content of

TABLE 1. ANAL-YSES O F DATA RECORDED ON CLIP CARDS - S H A D E LEAVES FROM M A T U R E RUBBER ( J U N E - SEPTEMBER 1961)
Soil series

I

Clone

GI 1

PB 86

Tjir 1

PB 25

R R l M 501

Pil. B84

Mirc.

Seedling
Ch. E

I

Number of units sampled

1
hlnlacca
Hatu Anam
Serrmban
Rrngam

3.95
3.81
4.01
3.88

3.37
3.38
3.49
3.57

3.31
3.41
3.36
3.55

hlrvn

3.91

3.45

3.41

SE 0.095

;\l;tlaccr
Ihnu Anam
S~remban
Renaam

.

3.58

3.33

Total

I
3.50
3.42
3.61
4.02

3.46
3.34
3.53
3.54

3.45
3.43
3.59
3.50

>lean
3.48
3.45
3.56
3.64

3.64

3.47

3.49

3.53

M S D Soilr (516) 0.10

M S D Clones (5%) 0.14

I

&lean

Nitrogen (% on dry matter)
3.53
3.30
3.33
3.49
3.58
3.32
3.71
3.38

Phosphorus

Total/Mcan

I

(5: on dry matter)

hlran

0.242
0.237
0.245
0.260

0.256
0.257
0.254
0.262

0.229
0.236
0.224
0.232

0.283
0.271
0.271
0.294

0.203
0.198
0.201
0.205

0.229
0.214
0.216
0.240

0.220
0.215
0.21 1
0.216

0.246
0.247
0.238
0.230

0.238
0.234
0.232
0.242

0.246

0.257

0.230

0.280

0.202

0.225

0.215

0.240

0.237

SE 0.0068

I

M S D Clones (5%) 0.010
Potash

SE 0.059

(56

M S D Soils (5%) 0.007

on dry matter)

hISD Clones (5%)

0.09

Magnesium (% on dry matter)

M S D Soils (5:;)

0.06
Alean

-
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rubber foliage increases progressively during the immature phase,
remains constant for a period and then declines. T h e effect of age on
nutritional status has also been shown to be very marked in the case of
oil palms.
Cmnr policy, rootstock and density studies. Cards can be sorted according
to the persistence of legumes, type of rootstock and stand density to
determine their effects on growth, yield and nutritional status of foliage.

Growthlyield groupings and nutrient levels. I n national surveys, large
numbers of cards may be sorted for certain cultivars growing on a
particular soil series. For instance, there may be one hundred cards
relating to PB 86 on Rengam series soils. These can be arranged into
five groups according to yield, with 20% best yielding fields in Group 5
and 20% poorest yielding fields in Group 1 and the other fields equally
distributed in the remaining groups according to their yield. T h e
average nutritional levels within each group can be calculated and a
progressive decline in potassium content from a high level in Group 5
to a low level in Group 1 will indicate a positive correlation between
yield and potassium content. The existence of a positive correlation
is not proof that potassium deficiency is limiting yield, but it does indicate
the need to investigate this possibility. Studies of performance groupings in this way have provided some most useful information about
oil palms in Indonesia where there is a large volume of data from commercial plantings but a limited amount from research experiments.
Comparable studies in rubber are likely to be equally useful.

CONCLUSION
The use of the data retrieval clip card is cheap and simple. Provided care is
taken to obtain accurate data in a standard format, the cards can be used to retrieve
data on many subjects. An analysis of this data can give information of practical
importance. The data may merely support data from research experiments
but it may also draw attention to subjects of future research.
By drawing together data from the estate and annual foliar surveys, the card
is of great assistance when formulating fertiliser or tapping policies.
Finally, the card collects data in a format suitable for processing by computer.
The widespread use of the clip card system both in Malaysia and in other countries
and a central computer analysis of the data obtained will be of great value to the
natural rubber industry.
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APPENDIX 2
EXPLANA'rDKY N O T E S O N E N T E R I N G I N F O R M A T I O N O N 'SHE
CLIP CARD

CONSTANT FACTORS
Top of Card
Estate: Estate name and an allotted code number in brackets: code number is
clipped.
Division: Division number or name and an allotted code number: the number
is clipped.
T h e card has been designed in conjunction with various systems of field/block
numbering which are in use. T w o alternative systems are considered.

Top of Card - System A
T h e preferred system is t h i t the field number should indicate the year of
planting. T h u s a field planted in 1958 will be numbered 58. If more than one
field is planted in one year, fields would be differentiated by alphabets e.g. 58A,
588, 58C, etc. Using this system of field numbering the procedure is as follows:
Planting:

Enter the field number and letter

Hectares:

Enter the field area in hectares to one decimal place

L S U section:

If the area of the field is too large to be considered as a
single leaf sampling unit it may be divided into sections
for the purpose of leaf sampling. 'The LSU section
number is entered and clipped. T h e approximate area
of the L S U section should be entered in this box.

-

e.g. 58A and clip

Using this system, the field number and leaf sampling unit number boxes need
not be used.

Top of Card - System B
Planting:

Enter the last two figures of the year of planting e.g. 58
and clip.
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Field number:

Enter the field number.

Leaf sampling
unit:

Every field is allotted a leaf sampling unit number. Within
each division, the fields should be arranged in order of
year of planting (oldest' first). Each division is then
allotted a block of (say) one hundred numbers and the
fields are allotted numbers in sequence. Future ~lantings
are allotted higher numbers within the block of numbers
allotted to the division. On reaching the highest number,
the fields with the lower numbers will have been replanted
so that these numbers can be re-used. T h e LSU number
is clipped.

i

LSU section:

As in System A.

I

Using System B, the alphabets are not used.

I

I
I

1

I

1

I

Master unit:

As plantings become older, the management may decide
to amalgamate two or more fields for the purpose of yield
recording, etc. If this is done one of the cards on which
this data will be entered is regarded as the master unit
and this number is entered on all the cards relating to
fields which have been amalgamated.

Material :

Enter identity of the cultivar(s) planted. Each of the
principal commercial cultivars is allotted a numerical code
number. Less important cultivars are grouped together
under a code number. T h e cultivar code number is
clipped. If three-pan-trees are involved the code number
of the crown is used.

Right Hand Side of Card
Seedlings:

Clip only if clonal seedlings not intended for budgrafting
are planted.

Stock:

Enter the type of rootstock used against the words, monoclonal - polyclonal and clip appropriately.

Seed planted:

Enter date of planting seed and clip where the seed is
planted.

Budded :

Enter date of budding and clip where the budding takes
place.

Age of stock:

Enter age of stock in months at budding and clip appropriate
hole.

I
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Bud type:

Delete type not used.

Planted out:

Enter date of planting out and clip the appropriate planting
method. Stage of development at planting out - Clip
'Budded stump dormant', 'Budded stump advanced' or
'Stumped budding' as appropriate. (Buds which are just
bursting should be treated as 'dormant' for this purpose.)

Lining:

Enter the percentage of the area planted in straight lines
and on the contour. Clip where this exceeds 30%.

Planting system:

Considered 'rectangular' if distance between planting rows
is less than 7m, 'avenue' if distance is 7 - 12m and 'hedge'
if distance exceeds 12 metres. Enter actual spacing on
appropriate line and clip accordingly. Enter number of
planting points per hectare.

Supplying:

A 'supply' is defined as a plant supplied more than three
months after the original planting is completed. Estimate
and enter the percentage of supplied plants on the appropriate line at the time of opening. Clip accordingly.

Rogues and
seedlings:

In budgrafting areas, estimate and enter the percentage of
rogue clones and seedlings (including stock shoots) at the
time of opening. If rogues and seedlings exceed 10%
of the stand, the unit should be designated 'mixed' and
records cannot bc accepted as representative of the dominant
clone.

Uniformity:

~ s t i m a t eand clip the uniformity at the time of opening.
At present this is based on visual assessment but it is hoped
to introduce a system based on the coefficient of variation
of girth.

A. B. C :

'I'his box is reserved for recording special methods. 'A'
may be used for three-part-trees - a space is available
below the word 'material' at the top of the card for recording
the trunk clone. 'B' may be used to identify areas in which
100% of the original planting consisted of two budded
stumps per point. 'C' is reserved for other special methods
which may be developed.

Left Hand Side of Card
Ground cover:

Underline each type of vegetation which covered more
than 20% of the land surface at any time during immaturity
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and clip accordingly. Further observations should be
recorded under 'Field notes' against the appropriate year.
Clearing method:

Clip to indicate whether the previous stand was cleared
manually, mechanically or by poisoning and disintegration
in situ. Further details should be recorded under 'General'
on the reverse of the card.

Burn:

If the previous vegetation was burned after felling circle
the word 'Burn' and clip 'Clean' if all heavy timber was
burned or 'Light' if heavy timber was left on the ground.

Topography:

Indicate the percentage of the land surface which is lowlying (inadequately drained), flat (average slopes under
3%), undulating (3% to 16%) and hilly (over 16%). Clip
wherever the percentage of the land surface in one topographical group exceeds 30%.

Previous crop:

If previous crop was rubber, circle word 'Replant'andclip;
if area was previously heavy forest, circle word 'Forest' and
clip; if neither of these, enter the previous crop and code
index number using the following code.

1. Oil palm/coconut
2. Agave
3. Abacalbananas
4. Ladanglfood farm (including tapioca)
5. Lalang or other tall grasses
6. Belukar/secondary forest
7. Cocoa
8. Sawahlrice field
(9 - 14) Unallocated. Clip appropriate number.
Soil family:

Enter soil family and code index number using the following
code :
Lowland soils

1.
2.
3.
4.

Upland soils

7. Brown/chocolate podsols
8. Yellowish brown podsols
9. Reddish yellow podsols
10. Yellow podsols
11. Latosols (volcanic origin)
12. Latosols (granitic origin)
13. Latosols (others)
14. Miscellaneous (not listed above)

Alluvial
Organosols
Regosols
Grey hydromorphic ( 0 - 20 cm)
5. Grey hydromorphic (20 - 80 cm)
6. Grey hydromorphic (>80 cm)
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Soil series:

Bottom of Card
Blank box: .

Legumes:

Enter soil series as defined by the appropriate national
authority. These should be allotted index numbers on a
national basis and the number clipped.

A blank box is provided at the left hand side on the bottom
of the card (ninety-nine numbers). This may be used for
recording locally important data not considered elsewhere
on the card.

Enter the number of months from sowing that legumes
constituted more than 50% of the ground cover and clip.

Stand at opening: Enter the total stand per hectare at the time of opening.
Clip to the nearest ten (i.e. for 347 trees per hectare, clip 35).
Budding to fiel'd
planting:

Enter and clip the number of months if budding is done
prior to field planting.

Field planting to
first opening:

Enter and clip number of months ignoring time to budding
if this is after field planting.

Girth standard
for opening:

Enter and clip the girth standard for opening (cm)

T h e foregoing arc constant factors associated with field identification and
definition of circumstances within fields from prior to planting and upto the time
when tapping commences.

VARIABLE FACTORS
T h e variable factors considered below are entered annually in the boxes provided.
T h e data should be entered in pencil if there is any uncertainty as to their accuracy.
All other entries should be made with a black ballpoint pen.
Certain data, particularly yield records, may only be available for the field as a
whole - i.e. separate records may not be available f i r each LSU Section. SUCIZ
data should be entered on one card only. T h e data should be entered on the L S U
Section 1 card and these cards should be of a different colour to the cards used
for I.SU sections with higher numbers. This facilitates the selection of these
cards for the purpose of entering and analysing data.

Field Data Retrieval by Clip Cards and its Practical implications

Front of Card - Upper Panel
Year:
Enter the last two digits of the year to which the data refer.
Preferably this should relate to the calendar year rather
than financial year.
Tapped:

Enter hectares (to one decimal point) actually tapped.
Also enter the number of months from the commencement
of tapping to the end of the reference year.

Yield per hectare: Calculated by dividing the total year's yield by area tapped.
Yield per tapper
per tapping:

Calculated by dividing the total year's yield by the number
of man-days of tapping carried out in the field - in kilogram
to one decimal place. Vacant tasks are not included but
extra tappings are included as extra man-days.

% Lower grades: Recor'd the percentage of total dry rubber crop collected
in the form of field coagula.
Avg. DRC:

If possible, record the average dry rubber content of latex
over the year to the nearest one percent. This figure may
be calculated by expressing the total year's dry rubber yield
from latex as a percentage of the recorded latex weight;
alternatively if accurate figures are available, by calculating
the mean of the monthly averages.

No. of trees
in task:

Record average number in the area.

No. of tasks
in field :

Record the total number of tasks within the area.

Tapping system:

Use the international tapping notation. If a complex
system is in use it should be described in long hand and as a
formula under 'Tapping notes' on the reverse of the card.
Date of tapping system changes should be recorded.

Stimulation:

Indicate the $timulation policy.
e.g. E10% x 4B: Four applications of lo'% Ethrel on
scraped bark.

E21% x 8P: Eight applications of 21% Ethrel on
the panel.
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Panel reference:

Indicate only I,-l.o\v, [-{-High or H/L-High/l,o\v as full
details are given on the reverse of the card.

No. of tappings
per annum:

Record the number of tappings in the field. Include latr
and recovery tappings, do not include wash-outs if fr\\.vr
than 20% of the trees were tapped.

Bark consumption Enter in lnillimetcrs (to one decimal place) thc average
per tapping:
bark consumed per tapping over the twelve-month period.
Recording is facilitatcd if at the end of each year the normal
monthly spot mark is replaced by a distinctive mark.
T h e foregoing variable data will normally be obtained from estate records.
T h e following data will normally b e recorded by research staff or bv specially
trained recorders.
Various diseases:

.\llocate scores as fo1lou.s:

0 - Nil
1 - Very mild infection

(

Probably no significant effect

2 - Mild infection
1 on yield
3 - Moderate infection
Increasingly adverse effect on
4 - Severe infection
yield
5 - Very severe infection

I

Ground cover
Canopy
Wind damage:

rZllocate scores as follows (but these scores do not necessarily
reflect merit):

0 - Nil
1 - Very light
2 - Light

3 - Moderate
4 - Dense or heavy
5 - Very dense or very heavy

Note:- In respect of diseases and the above scores there
is need for further elaboration of standards for the guidance
of personnel responsible for recording.
In appropriate cases the following abbreviations may be
used LLocalised, W-Widespread; and in the case of wind
damage R-Recent, P-Previous.
Visit date:

Front of Card
Year:

Record exact date of visit at which thc abow data \\.ere
recorded (c.g. 217 denotes 2 July).

- Lower Panel
Enter last two figures of year.

--

--

-

--

p~

Field Data Retrieval by Clip Car& and its Practical Implications
Clone adjustment: Enter appropriate corrections for clone above nutrient
indicated where necessary.
Date:

Record date of collcctim of foliar samples for analysis.

Leaf weight:

Record average wet weight of central leaflets sampled in
grams. This should be recorded at time of sample preparation for despatch.

Nutrient content:

In each box above the dotted line enter the nutritional data
as recorded by the analytical laboratory. Below the dotted
line enter the 'classified data' in the format
$,
0, -, - -, - --. This classification involves adjusting
the laboratory data in respect of the clone, leaf physiological
age, and other factors before comparison with the critical
level. Methods of adjustment are still evolving and no
standard procedure is proposed at this stage.

+ + +, + +,

Girth (cm):

There are four sub-compartments in each girth box.
These are used for recording: date (daylmonth), age in
months from planting (or budding if budded in the field),
actual average girth and girth increment in the preceeding
twelve months. Girth records may be obtained from
estate records or by recording the girth of t r e e used for
leaf sampling.

.

Visual deficiency: Symptoms should normally be noted at the time of leaf
sampling. Score on a 0 - 5 points system (0 = Nil,
5 = Very severe) and indicate in brackets whether localised
(L) or widespread (W).
Fertiliser applied: Enter type and month(s) of application in the upper box
(e.g. MP4 - for muriate of potash applied in April) and
rate of application in grams per tree in the lower box.
If several applications are made enter the number (e.g.
3 x 100 for three applications of 100 g).
Field notes:

These must include a note of fertilisers applied to covers
and notes on any other relevant data such as significant
pest, fire or flood damage, etc. As soon as the replanting
of the field is envisaged in the long term replanting programme this should be recorded (R79 = scheduled for
replanting in 1979). This will affect tapping, stimulation
and fertiliser policy.
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Reverse of Card
On the right of the reverse of the card two large boxes are provided. T h e
upper box is intended for any general comments such as a detailed description
of clearing methods or to give an explanation of reasons leading to tapping/
stimulation policy changes.
The lower box is for a sketch of the fieldlunit plan. An outline of the field
should be drawn showing major features such as streams and roads and perhaps
the numbers of adjacent fields. The boundaries of the leaf sampling unit sections
should be marked and the section numbers entered. Wherever possible section
boundaries should follow permanent major features.
The two boxes described above need only be completed on the field master
card (i.e. LSU Section No. 1 card).
The remainder of the reverse of the card is devoted mainly to a record of the
tapping history as follows:
Monthpear :

This refen to the month and year when the various field
measurements were recorded.

Yield:

Enter annual yield per hectare (preferrably calendar years).
If more than one tapping system was used during the year
yields should, if possible, be recorded separately for each
system and the number of months shown in brackets.
T h e systems used should be entered under 'Tapping/
stimulation notes'.
e.g.

Panel:

Yield kg/ha p. an

Tappinglstimulation notes

Pending the general acceptance of a standard international
system of panel reference notation the following is proposed:
For 4 spiral cuts the panels are referred to as A - B.
For 4 or 8 spiral cuts the panels are referred to as ABC.
For a or 3 spiral cuts the panels are referred to as ABCD.
Whenever the number of panels is changed the appropriate
2,3 or 4 letters should be entered in the top of the panel box.

Field Data Retrieval by Clip Cards and its Practical Implications

- Virgin bark (V), first renewal (lR), second renewal (2R)

- Conventional downward
Example

tapping+, upward tapping

4

ABC
B (lR).C(V)

The above indicates that the tree has been divided into
three panels (ABC) and is currently being tapped on a %
spiral with the upper ) of the cut on first renewal and
the lower ) on virgin bark.
Height of cut:

Record (cm)the distance from ground level (seedlings) or
stock/scion union (budgrafts) to the lowest point of the
tapping CGt.

Bark co&umption Record (an) the average bark consumption in the preper annum:
ceeding twelve months.
Bark thickness:

Record the average thicknd of bark (rnillirnetre to nearest
0.5 mrn) at 10 cm below tapping cut (or above if upward
tapping) and renewed bark of three years old.

% .Dry cuts:

Record at the end of the year the percentage of total cut8
within the field which at that time failed to yield latex
over t of the tapping cut length.

Low level panel/

Records from low level panek are e n t e d ceparately from
high level panel: high level panels under the appropriate headings.
When a high level panel becomes a low level panel a line
should be drawn under the last entries with an arrow
indicating that the next year'a entry is recorded under
'Low level panel'.

TappingIstimulation notes:

Record tapping and stimulation systems used during the
year using international notation symbols. I n some cases
a brief explanation of the system in long hand may be
needed.

Sources of Data
The data originate from two principle sources:
The eatate
The associated research organisation.
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The organisation required for the collection of data will depend on the system
of data recording at present in use. In some cases virtually all the data will be
immediately available but in other cases it may be necessary to set u p a new
organisation for this purpose.
The opening of the cards and the entry of the fixed data in the first year inevitably
involves a great deal of work and careful planning. In subsequent years much
data can be collected at the time of leaf sampling. The trees from which leaf
samples are collected are representative of the area. Much data may be recorded
from measurements on these trees each year. The number of trees involved
is usually large enough to give average figures of sufficient precision for practical
purposes. Special forms have been designed for recording data from leaf-sampled
trees and the calculation of average figures.

SESSION DISCUSSION

I<XCIK ~ > ~ A I ~ , ~ H ~sll.*l.lE
~ I I ! X (hlalaysi~)
[luring thc first fvw !.cars after planting, the crown would be growing at a much faster rate
Could such trees be more prone to
than the roots in chr ;nhscnce o i a strong primary tap root.
wind d;#nrzye?
\Vould you recommend growing stumped buddings on hillside or in wind prone areas?
I)"

(;.

14~111t>.\S

The ;lbsrnce of

2 very strong lap root has already been discussed in the first paper on this
suhjucr. Instcsd o f o n c tap root rhwe is s multiple tap root system. I therefore d o not envisage
wind dam;qc huinK ;i prohlem. Planting of stumped buddings on hilly slopes will cerlainly
dcpcnd on the typr of soil and steepness of slope, and t h u s a gmeral recomm-ndation cannot be
made.

h l n .A,[;, Aivcocli (hlalaysia)
I h ; threc
~ questions. 1-irst, gener~lly,estates tend to use t h e same sire for nurseries for
stumped buddings. lfone has t o use this method for replanting, d o the authors consider it desirable
o r necessary to broadcast S P l i h l g to replace nutrients taken u p in previous years?
suitilhlc roils within boundaries of estates, d o you consider it necessary t o site
Second,
nurrcricr for futurc replants within a central location of each replant t o minimise transportation
shock? T h i s \vould assume u planned replanting rct u p adhered t o at least threc years ahead.
Third, on page 8 the authors mention severe stem bending of polybag plants which had t o be
roped. H o w msny plants in each trial had to be roped and d o you consider this problem likely
to arise in futurc o r was this brought on by lack of rainfall, weather, or any other factors?

I)R G . l i . a n l n ~ s
Cerrilinly any form of nutrients that were removed by the previous crop in a nursery would
have to he replaced. 'Phis would be especially so with N and K , as a considerable amount of
N and K ;#re t;iken up.
Siting of nursery in a central location should be a basic consideration in any enterprise of this
t o t h e area of replanting t o minimise
sort. It is certainly denirablu to hare it as near as
the shock effect o i handling and transportation.
T h e pcrccnragc of tree bending happened on only one trial where polybagr were planted. I t
war less than IO".. . 'Phc cause for this was a lightning which hit a patch of trees and created an
open space which led to the trees bending.
h . 1 ~'VAN I-loxc TON(Malaysia)
Alulching to ensure tr;lnsplanring success of stumped buddingr is an old practice. Mulching
to pnh;nncc ~ i r r hincrement is indeed rather new. For the first curve, mulching is done only once,
immediately after planting. How many times do you have t o mulch during the ten-month
period to ohtain a full effect of mulching?
hlulchiny on a large scale would be very difficult because of t h e scarcity of mulch material.
Transport of mulch n~atcrinlis also very expensive. Could you please advise u s on how t o tackle
this problem? 1)oes mulching not encourage insect damage t o the young plants?

1)" G . H A R ~ D A S
\Vc used lnlang mulch only once. It lasts about eight months or so. Costs arc reasonable.
Growth ndvuntagcs obtained are on account of profuse feeder root growth and higher uptake of
nutrients d u e t o the higher soil moisture content under the mulch. Residual effects of mulch
urr also Seen.

Cost for transport of mulch u.ill be high if you have to cart i t for long distances. M'e have had
no espericnce on transportation over long distances and therefore cannot makc suitable comments.
\Yc arc yet to cxprrioncc prublrms from insects or pests resulting from mulching.

IIH P.R. \VSCHEIII.EY (.A~astralia)
\Vhen w c saw thc enperimcnr at Sungei iluloh yesterday, it seemed that some of the raws of
trccs of the s a n x trrutment were uneven. O n e of the objects of these techniques is t o obtain
uniformity. Hare coefticicnts of v ~ r i a t i o nwithin treatments been cnlculnted or other tests for
uniformit). been applied?
Stumped buddings ;%repilrticularly susceptible t o drought. T h e R R l M Annual Reports f o r
1953 and 1954 menriot, improved success in transplanting large budded stumps by enclosing
them in alkuthcnr tubcr. wrnpping with newspaper or by painting with a polymethyl mcthacrylatc
lutrx. Further cxplor,btion of the last was discontinued because of the cost. Recently Ycoh
and T a n reported n nuturul rubber lutex formulation for rhe control of pink disease. H a v e any
NR larer iorrnulixtions. with or without white colouring incorporated, been t r ~ r dfor these spplic;,tions and compared for cost and cHectivrneoo with whitewash?

P r o c e e d i ~ l g sof t h e l ~ r r e r n o t i o t r u lRrrbber C o ~ r f e r e t r c e1975.

Krrolo Lronprrr

DU G . HARZDAS
T h e unevenness of trees could he attributed to the girth sire at selection before planting out.
We are yet to work out coefficient of variation and purhaps it is best done in cxpcriment S E 2913.
NR formulntionr hare not been tricd. Until such time wc cannot make uny useful inferences
on this or provide any i n f o r m ~ t i o npertaining to costs o r its effectiveness compared to whitewash.
D R S.L. NEOH (Malaysia)
Would the 'Soil Core' method help to lrssrn the transplanting shock of very large stumped
buddings?
DR G. ~IARIDAS
T h e shock may still be there, but not a s severe because of the lump of soil that is there.
ever, I do not know of any equipment that can be used.

How.

Dn H.G. RAJ (Malaysia)
What are the long-term effects on cumulative yields and the economic life of the tree arising
from reduced immaturity period?
D R G . HARIDAS
We d o not know this.

It has to be assessed as we go along.

Possible Utilisofion of Rubber Forroly Eflucnl on Cvoplond
Dn H.G. RAJ (Malaysia)
I think effluent stinks and it is inhibitive to human beings!
the effluent before application?

Have you done any work to deodorise

Mn D.J. BARRY
Effluent is noxious b u t valuable! There is a blending system which is larger than that shown
on the slides. Some reduction in BOD takes place and the effluent is less 'smelly' on the way
o u t of the bulking system than before its treatment.

Mn E. PUSHPARAJAH
Does sprinkler irrigation using serum, i.e. factory wastes, cause quicker damage to the sprinkler
system, and is there any damage to the pasture? I ask this question because I understand that
Uniroyal' Plantations have successfully grown napier grass using skim serum. T h e effluent is
applied using a trailer. Such applications are made only once in forty-five days, i.r. after each
harvesting. If Mr Zeid is here he would possibly be able to comment on thio. Incidentally,
the,continuous air pollution is absent in this method. Has Chemsra tried thio method of applicatton?
M m R s D.]. BARRYAND K.R. PILLAI
Depending on the rate of application (below Ill0 in. rain equivalent per application of skim),
no sprinkler damage has been observed. There is occasional blockage of the nozzle.
T o your second question, our answer is that we have not attemptedthis method.
Field Daro Retrieval by Clip Cords and Its Pracrical Irnplicorionr
D R J.W. BLENCOWE
(Thailand)
1 have some comments on the last paper. These arc:
One, it is relatively cheaper to buy plain clip cards and print them locally to company requirements.
Two,if a new system is being set u p , wait until ot least several hundred cardo have been accumulated before starting to clip them. By this time it will be easier to spot any possible snags or
inconsistencies in the sorting system.
Three, in my own card collection. thirty-year-old cards are still serviceable.
M R E.A. R O ~ E N Q U I S T
I agree that printing the cards locally is cheaper than having them printed in England.
I h e reason for suggesting duplicate cards, despite their serviceability, is that we like to enter
into our cards field observations even in the field. T h i s exposes the card to moisture and dirt
and shortens its life. M'c therefore recommend the use of a duplicate, one copy being used for
field work and the other for punching and analysis.

..

Mn K A W H U N WOON
What is the cost of printing, say, 3000 of the specially prupnrcd cnrdr!
Mu E.A. R O S E N Q U I ~ T
'I'he cost of printing them locally is not known.

In England i t would cost about 3 N.P. per card.

